
 
 

 

A.E. Schmidt Billiards 

The best pool tables your money can buy! 

A head to toe description 

Lumber: 

• A.E. Schmidt uses only select and better grades of wood. This grade of wood is far higher 

than the industry standard of using #1 common grade. Select and better is clear, flat and 

split free.  

• We take it one step further! Fine cabinet makers have known for years “The wider the 

board, the more chances of splits and warping.” On all frame and leg parts the widest 

board we will use is 3 3/8”. We cut, for example a 12” wide board into strips at or under 

the above management. Reverse the grain and re-glue back into the frame panels. This 

makes for a warp free panel and increase it strengths by ten times.  

• A.E. Schmidt offers nearly every lumber available from cedar to walnut and many other 

exotic woods. We will not use Hickory or Ash, which are known carries of powder post 

beetles.  

• The Classic Collection is available in solid or veneer. Our veneer panels are very stable 

and strong and are 40% thicker than other manufactures panels.  

Legs:  

• Square and tapered legs are produced in our factory; the legs that are carved and turned 

are made in California and Tennessee. We had long, close relationships with both 

companies.  

• Box and tapered legs use a unique system known as Loc-Miter. This is the strongest 

type of joint you can use and makes the corners of the leg unbreakable.  

• Carved and turned legs are built out of thirty or forty pieces of lumber before they are 

carved. This makes the leg very stable and strong.  

Frames:  

There are three distinct frame constructions used and sold today, A.E. Schmidt uses two of 

them. 

• Ready to assemble: These are almost always imported. They come in a small box, lots of 

hardware, brackets and parts. We do not build this type of table.  

• Uni-body: Most American made pool tables are produced this way. The frame is 

assembled at the factory and shipped in one piece. All of the classic collection frames 

are built this way. Some features that set ours apart…. 

 Ours will knockdown if needed, which is handy in tight situations. Two 

manufacturers t-nail their frames together, which means they do not come apart 

leading to a total disaster in the wrong setting.  



 
 

 All frames are numbered and registered.  

• Dowel Pin Construction: It was the best 100 years ago, and still is today. It is time 
consuming, so we are the one company keeping this time-honored construction alive. 

♦ Dowel Pinning allows for perfect frame alignment- every time! All parts are 
   numbered so install is snap. 
♦ Dowel Pine frames have little or no shake. In fact, they feel as if they have 
    been glued in place. 
♦  This type of construction allows it to compact down to the same approximate 
size as R.T.A. tables, without all the headaches. 
♦ All frames are milled flat within 1/64th corner to corner. 

♦ This type of frame is the strongest available anywhere. 

Slate: 

• Three piece 1” Lunsford Brazilian Slate, the best in the industry. All slate is backed.  

 

Rail:  

• Thicker rails, our area is 1/16 thicker than the rest of our competitors. 

• More available styles, seven to be exact, most offer one.  

• Sights are sanded in the rail before finishing. Most companies install the sights after the 

rails are finished, which is why they always have a distinct ridge. Ours are silky smooth.  

• We do not use pearlized or plastic sights on any of our tables.  

 

 

 

Cushions:  

• Cushions are glued on with yellow glue- not contact adhesive. This allows the cushion to 

be straighter and more accurate. It will not break loose like most contact glue does.  

• We cut our pocket angles on a compound jig, they are the same every time. Most other 

companies freehand this important procedure.  

 

Finishes: 

• We brush, and then hand wipe our stains. This allows the natural grain pattern to shine 

through. Other company’s spray their stains on and allow them to dry without wiping, 

this has another name…painting.  

• We apply four coats of sealer/finish hand rub with 400 grit between all coats. This is 

applied to the whole table not just the rails. 

• More standard colors and options than any other competitor.  

 

Customer Service: 

• When you call you will get a live person, not just a recording. Likely they will have the 

name of “Schmidt” Rachel, Stephanie, Michael, Karen and Kurt are here to serve you.  

• We are a retailer as well as a manufacturer, we know the needs of the individual 

customer.  

 



 
 

• 170 years in business! It not a happy accident! We work hard at it and still enjoy every 

day. 

 

 

Built in the U.S.A. still means a lot when purchasing a Pool Table. 

A.E. Schmidt Company prides themselves on manufacturing all of their tables within the U.S.A. 

in Saint Louis, Missouri. 

Problems with import tables.  

We can’t match an import pool table finish in our factory. 

  Most import pool tables are actually painted – not stained. The color is sprayed on, and 

 in many cases faux graining is added to make it look like real wood. The chemicals used 

 to attain these finishes are not available in the United States due to health, safety and 

 ozone issues. If these finishes are scratched or dented, they are extremely difficult to 

 touch up, if not impossible…  

They use paint as a cover up!  

 The reason this is done is because nine times out of ten, it’s not real wood. For example, 

 if you were to strip down these tables you would find pressed wood that has been 

 painted to look like the real thing. Based on this, it has already been revealed that many 

 import tables are made of pressed wood panels that do not have the same regulatory 

 codes as U.S. made products. These tables have been found to carry a high level of 

 formaldehyde  which is a known carcinogen.  

Tiny Boxes 

 When importing tables, overseas shippers typically send their inventory over in tiny 

 flimsy boxes; in order to save on freight costs. Therefore, the boxes must be compact in 

 order to maximize the amount shipped overseas. However, in order to accomplish this, 

 overseas shipper’s make a lot of small parts which have to be assembled using a 

 ridiculous amount of  hardware. Salespeople who sell overseas’ pool tables will point to 

 frame stretchers and will lead you to believe this is the making for a solid pool table, 

 when in reality it is basically the only thing holding the table together.  

Speaking of tiny boxes… 

 Import tables are often shipped from one country to the next in dark musty containers, 

 which is the perfect environment for mold and toxins to grow. Many times, these 

 



 
 

 containers are fumigated to kill off pests and bugs, which is then delivered to your 

 house in the original carton. 

 

Flimsy Hardware 

One of the most popular items in an imported table’s hardware kit is a ¼ x 8 Philips 

hand screw. To get an idea if the nature of this hardware, the length of the screw about 

1/4 of an inch and is ½ the length of your pinky’s fingernail. This however leads  for a 

bad outcome as the frame has about 700 pounds of slate on its back! This contributes to 

an overly shaky frame that will only get weaker as it gets older. 

It’s all about price!  

 When a company outsources a product, its main concern is price, therefore, if they find 

 a cheaper price, they must move the production there. This being said, one major pool 

 table company has moved its pool table production four times to four separate 

 country’s in the past twenty years.  

 Replacement Parts 

  A damaged part on an import table will generally take no less than 90- days to get from 

 overseas and actually matching the product is remote.  

Off the rack items. 

  Import tables come with little or no options- One Size Fits All.  

  

**  I guarantee you that one of your family or friends has been impacted poorly by imports. 

 Buy American!  



 

 

 

Frame Construction  

 

A.E. Schmidt manufactures two distinct types of Frame Construction. Both of these constructions are far 

superior to the “Ready to Assembly” construction that is found on many import Pool Tables. The two type of 

frame constructions are as follows.  

 

Uni- Body- This means the frame is fully assembled at our factory before shipping. While the frame comes to 

you fully assembled, our uni-body tables can be taken apart if the entry to the final location is too tight for the 

frame to pass. All frames are made from 1 ¼ stock.  

Dowel Pin Frame Construction – Antiques in general use dowel pin construction. This technique is time 

tested and the strongest way to produce a pool table frame. A.E. Schmidt is one of the very few companies left 

in the world that still produce this way. It is time consuming to do, but well worth the effort.  

Features of Dowel Pin Construction Frames 

- Little or no shake when the table is bumped.  

- Can be taken apart and put back together 100s of times – other manufacturers start to fail after 3 

times.  

- Flatter frame for the slate to sit on. Dowel Pin frames are milled to a 1/64th corner to corner! 

- Perfect alignment of frame part – each part is number stamped to ensure the same setup each time.  

- Superior strength under the weight of slate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  




